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Introduction

The huge amount of patterns generated by frequent pattern mining algorithms has been extensively addressed in the last few years. Different measures have been proposed to evaluate how interesting association
rules are. However, according to [3] it is difficult to come up with a single metric that quantifies the “interestingness” or “goodness” of an association rule. In most approaches, non-interesting rules are eliminated
during the rule generation, i.e., a posteriori, when frequent itemsets have already been generated.
In spatial frequent pattern mining the number of non-interesting association rules can increase even further than in transactional pattern mining. Geographic data have semantic dependencies and spatial properties
which in many cases are well known and non-interesting for data mining.
In the geographic domain, not only well known geographic dependencies (e.g., is gasStation →
touches street) generate a large number of patterns without novel and useful knowledge. Different spatial
predicates may contain the same geographic object type. In transactional frequent pattern mining items have
binary values, and do either participate or not in a transaction. For instance, the item milk is either present
or not in a transaction t. In spatial frequent pattern mining the same spatial object (item) may have different
qualitative spatial relationships with the target feature (transaction), and by consequence participate more
then once in the same transaction t. For instance, a city C may contain an instance i1 of river, be crossed
by an instance i2 of river, or even touch an instance i3 of river. Different spatial relationships with the
same geographic object type will generate associations such as contains River → touches River when
data are considered at general granularity levels [8]. It is well known that a city does not touch a river
because it also contains a river. Such kind of rule is non-interesting for most applications. An interesting
association rule would be the combination of any of these two predicates with a different geographic object type or some non-spatial attribute. For instance: contains River → W aterP ollution = high or
touches River → exportationRate = high.
In [5], Apriori-KC is proposed. This method made some changes on Apriori [1] to eliminate well known
geographic patterns using background knowledge. In [4] this method is extended with an additional step
where not only frequent itemsets are reduced, but input space is reduced as much as possible, since this is
still the most efficient way for pruning frequent patterns. In [7] the closed frequent pattern mining approach
is applied to the geographic domain, eliminating both well known dependencies and redundant frequent
itemsets. In this paper we extended the method presented in [5] to reduce the number of non-interesting
spatial patterns using qualitative spatial reasoning. Not only the data is considered, but its semantics is taken
into account, and frequent patterns that contain the same feature type are removed a priori.
The method proposed in this paper is more effective and efficient then most other methods which perform
pruning after the rule generation, since our method explores the anti-monotone constraint of Apriori [1]
and prunes non-interesting patterns during the frequent set generation. Other transactional pattern mining
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(a) Frequent Geographic Pattern with Apriori, Apriori-KC,
and Apriori-KC+

(b) Computational Time to Generate Frequent Geographic
Patterns with Apriori, Apriori-KC, and Apriori-KC+

Figure 1: Experiments on real data
approaches such as [2, 9] remove redundant frequent patterns and association rules exploiting support and
confidence constraints, while our method is independent of such thresholds. In these approaches “redundant”
rules are eliminated by frequent itemset pruning, but “non-interesting” and “meaningless” rules are still
generated. In Figure 1(a) it is clear that there is a reduction of the number of frequent patterns, and in
Figure 1(b) the efficiency of the method is confirmed.
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